Bronco ignition switch
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enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter broncobum Start date Nov
24, Joined Nov 24, Messages 3. Change ignition switch when removing the old one I shorted
something out know no power to the key switch or the dash. Last edited by a moderator: Nov
24, Rons beast Active member Staff member. Hey Bum, Welcome What are the particulars of the
Bronc you're working on? Have you checked all the fuses? Checked The fusable link at the
Starter solenoid? Rons beast said:. Hey Bum, Yes it is. If the fuses are all ok, check wires at the
solenoid that have constant batterypower. One or two have fuseable links that may have been
shorted. Sorry to be so vague. I do not have my wiring diagrams available. Good Luck. You
must log in or register to reply here. Members online No members online now. Latest posts.
Sliding glass windows for shell Latest: chrlsful Yesterday at PM. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Members
Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts. Log in Register. Search titles only.
Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log in. For a better experience, please
enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Key Largo EB New member. When I
purchased my 93 Bronco Eddie Bauer, it had an after market ignition key switch which seemed
to be dragging when I tried to start the vehicle. I put some Graphite powder in it but it eventually
failed, anyway. While putting in a new Motor-craft ignition cylinder, I noticed that a 1-wire
connector that plugs into the underside of the cylinder was damaged. The plastic connector that
plugs the wire terminal into the underside of the cylinder was broken. I can no longer plug the
connector into the cylinder. My first question is what does the wire connect to and what does it
do? I've not noticed anything malfunctioning since I was not able to reconnect it. My second
question is where might I find a replacement part for it? I've been to the nearest Ford Dealer to
try to find it. No lock on finding it. Last edited by a moderator: Jul 2, The movement should feel
smooth with no sticking or binding. If sticking or binding is encountered, check for the
following: burrs on the ignition switch lock cylinder binding ignition switch lock cylinder shroud
rubbing against ignition switch lock cylinder burrs or foreign material around the
rack-and-pinion actuator in the housing of the ignition switch lock cylinder insufficient lube on
actuator binding ignition switch Removal With Key 1. Disconnect negative battery cable. Ensure
gear selector is in Park. On Pickup, and Villager, remove steering wheel and steering column
shrouds. Disconnect key warning switch electrical connector. On Aerostar and Van, locate
access hole in steering column shroud below lock cylinder. On all models, using key, turn lock
cylinder to RUN position. See Fig. Turn lock cylinder to RUN position. Depress retaining pin.
Insert lock cylinder into housing. Ensure tab on end of lock cylinder aligns with slot in ignition
drive gear and lock cylinder is fully engaged in housing. Using key, turn lock cylinder to OFF
position. To complete installation, reverse removal procedure. Check lock cylinder and ignition
switch functions. Ensure column locks when switch is in LOCK position. Last edited by a
moderator: Jul 3, Thanks for the quick response! Now I understand why I didn't notice anything
failing after I wasn't able to re-connect the wire. I don't believe the chime was working at all
when I purchased the Bronco, thus I didn't know it wasn't properly wired. Now that I know what
it's for, I'm not sure I really want to fix it. I'll give that some more thought. While we're on the
subject, should I lubricate the cylinder with graphite or a petroleum based lubricant? As far as
the dealer, I'm really limited on the option of finding another one, since I live in the Florida Keys.
None here, I have to drive 30 miles into Miami to find the closest. I'll live with it for now. Thanks
again for your help. Seabronc New member Staff member. Lock cylinders should only be lubed
with graphite, oil collects dirt. You must log in or register to reply here. Members online No
members online now. Latest posts. Sliding glass windows for shell Latest: chrlsful Yesterday at
PM. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you
logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of
cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. The ignition switch in Ford vehicles is responsible for handling
the electrical signals related to starting the vehicle. A failing ignition switch can cause
system-wide problems ranging from the ability of the car to start, to maintaining speed and even
keeping the radio turned on. Careful car owners can recognize the symptoms of ignition switch
failure before the problem leaves them stranded on the side of the road. An ignition switch
performs several functions for a vehicle. The ignition switch also connects the vehicle's starter
to the battery, and sends the initial surge of electricity to the starter which starts the car. What
is often called the "ignition switch" is actually two components: the lock cylinder, and the
electric switch. The lock cylinder is the housing into which a vehicle's starter key is inserted,

and the electric switch is located just behind it. In most Ford models these two parts are
combined into one unit with four positions that the starter key turns to through the ignition
process: off, accessories, on, and start. The electronic switch receives the signal
communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to release power from the battery to
perform the function dictated by the starter key's position. When the car starts, the electric
switch allows power to flow from the battery to the starter, which results in what most refer to
as "turning over" of the engine. When one or both of these parts fail the electronic switch and
the lock cylinder they have distinct symptoms. When the electric switch fails, the vehicle will
experience several symptoms. The vehicle will not be able to turn over because the electrical
wiring in the electric switch isn't able to communicate with the battery, and the vehicle's
accessories will function poorly lights dim or not working. Problems in the vehicle's lock
cylinder will impact the driver's ability to insert the starter key into the lock housing. The
cylinder may become stripped or damaged resulting in the starter key no longer fitting, or the
key being unable to lock into the drive position. Problems with the lock cylinder may be
intermittent with the position slipping while the car is operating which will cause sluggish
acceleration and stalling. Vehicle stalling will occur without warning and is often mistaken for
alternator failure because it will seem as though the battery is unable to retain a charge, which
is in part true as the battery is not receiving a signal to send power to the starter to initiate
starting procedures. The problem is cascading, impacting multiple vehicle systems. Jonathan
Lister has been a writer and content marketer since The Electronic Switch The electronic switch
receives the signal communicated through positioning of the lock cylinder to release power
from the battery to perform the function dictated by the starter key's position. Starting Problems
When the electric switch fails, the vehicle will experience several symptoms. Welcome to the
ClassicBroncos. To take advantage of all the forum features please take a moment to register.
Registration is fast, simple and absolutely free so please, join our community today! If you have
any problems with the registration process or your account login, please contact contact the
admin. If you've lost your password click here. Does anyone know how much current the
ignition switch is designed to carry? I've never seen a rating either, but have seen plenty of
them fail over the years when extra circuits were applied to them. Especially when wired directly
to a starter solenoid on a modern starter. Hard to determine with limited info however, whether
the switches were about to fail from old age anyway, or not. Or too, given the fact that a lot of
modern replacement parts are crap right out of the box, whether the failed switches would have
gone south early anyway, or were in fact a direct result of the extra current being fed through
them. Bottom line is while I'm sure they can handle most normal stuff, I would not plan on
running too many heavy items through them. Are you just curious, or do you have some plans
for adding stuff to the ACC stud on the back of your switch? If I had to guess I'd say the
originals were rated to handle 50amps or so. Not because they were particularly heavy duty or
anything 50a isn't that heavy duty but because of the fact that Ford did not use relays for
anything on Broncos other than the horn, the ignition switch was expected to reliably carry all
the normal current of the headlights on high correction: the headlights don't carry current
through the ignition switch , the heater on full, the brake lights no load on the ignition switch
either and turn-signals, or flashers again, got carried away and no connection to the ignition
and the radio all at the same time. Given that the alternators back then were typically 45a rated
to keep up with most of that stuff though the charge current did NOT go through the ignition
switch they would have designed the switch to handle all of that through it's contacts. However,
the original Yellow wire that feeds power to the ignition switch in the factory harness was most
definitely not 10ga. This was likely because the Yellow wire was fairly short from it's splice into
the 10ga charge wire. Originally Posted by DirtDonk. All off one 70 amp relay feeding a buss.
Originally Posted by RonJones. There's really not much load on either the ACC or run positions.
The heater and wipers are the biggest draw on the ACC circuit. In run the ignition is added. My
oldest switch out of a '68 is still good. After market things like stereos that cause hearing loss
may need a relay. While there's nothing really wrong with adding relays where they were not
before, unless you consider them another potential failure point which they can be , if all you're
doing is building in the same circuits that Ford put on the stock switch originally, you're not
doing it to save the switch from itself, but to satisfy your sense of balance in the force. In other
words, to satisfy your OCD! The relays, when placed properly, will also contribute to more
efficiency at the accessories they're powering. A heater blower motor for example, will likely get
more power to it than if it went through the switch. Or it might not, given that the wires are short
between source, switch and load when it comes to the heater. Headlights don't count in this
example because even though they usually benefit the most from adding a relay, they don't run
through the ignition switch. But like the horn, they're one of the primary beneficiaries of adding
relays to a circuit. The only relay that I can think of that Ford actually used in the ignition switch

category was for the starter. What is called a "solenoid" by most is what Ford calls a "starter
relay" and so the switch can get away with being lighter duty. So maybe that 50a estimate is
over-blown and they're only good for 30 amps? Sounds like time for a test. If nobody can find a
reference in a factory manual for the rating on the individual contacts in an ignition switch, we
should test one to failure. Might be fun! Then again, given the state of modern imported parts,
taking some additional load off of a new switch might be a good thing! Where the original could
take it for decades, maybe a new one is a crap shoot. Plus 1 on that. Look at how many "new"
solenoids have stuck closed and kept starters engaged in the last many years. All times are
GMT The time now is AM. Ignition Switch Current. User Name. Remember Me? Garage Garage.
All Garages. Browse by Username. Browse Recently Added. Browse Recently Modified. Browse
Most Popular. Advanced Search. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. Ignition Switch Current
Does anyone know how much current the ignition switch is designed to carry? Find all posts by
tr. Find all threads started by tr. Find all posts by RonJones. Find all threads started by
RonJones. Find all posts by DirtDonk. Find all threads started by DirtDonk. Find all posts by
jckkys. Find all threads started by jckkys. Find all posts by ared Find all threads started by ared
Quote: Originally Posted by DirtDonk Headlights don't count in this example because even
though they usually benefit the most from adding a relay, they don't run through the ignition
switch. I am NOT a certified mechanic. I have been mostly self taught, the result being that I
often have no clue what a tool or part's name is. After having ordered certain parts for various
vehicles, I know that part names can change depending on manufacturer. It is handy to have the
broken or malfunctioning piece when you walk into the parts store, though. As for tool names,
being able to describe exactly what you are trying to do goes a long way. I come close to calling
parts in this instructable, "Thing-a-ma-bob," or "whatsit", but forced myself to use more logical,
descriptive terms. You're welcome. Always disconnect the battery. Just do it. Make sure you
have everything listed, even if it means a trip to your local auto or hardware store. Being a pack
rat comes in handy for the screws You actually only need one screw but damned if I know what
the size is. Tools needed: Deep sockets, assorted sizes Socket wrench set Screw driver
Steering wheel puller Claw hammer Snap ring pliers Hardware needed: Assorted, small, blunt
screws Replacement lever pic 4 Handy to have: Telescoping magnet. Locate and remove the
two screws holding the cover onto the wheel. These will be on the backside of the cover.
Unplug the 2 electrical clips. Using a socket 14 , remove the large center bolt. Attach steering
wheel remover. For the most part these are all the same: thread arm all the way up center bolt,
thread two side bolts on either side in the corresponding nut holes on the steering wheel. Using
a socket in my case, a 16 , ratchet the center bolt until the wheel pops off. Set aside. Unscrew
the turn signal lever. In every video I watched, this step was forgotten until after it needed to be
out of the way. I, too, forgot. But unlike a poorly edited video, I have benefit of arranging this in
steps? Remove the two black bolts above the warning switch. One goes to the ground, the other
seems to seat the ignition tumbler. There are three philips screws barely visible in these pics.
They, too, need to be removed. Once all retaining hardware has been removed, carefully ease
harness out, pulling gently on the bundle of wires to give yourself an inch or so of slack. Do
NOT, for the love of all that is greasy, yank on the bundle. This will either be a gloriously
frustrating step, or stupid easy. There is a pin beneath the switch in the picture, you will see it to
the right of my thumb. This pin needs to be pushed in, while turning the key in the ignition all
the way on you disconnected the battery, right? The pin will push all the way in and the ignition
switch should pop out. If it doesn't It will pop out, trust me. In the picture, the column cover is
actaully removed from the column. This is a testament to how completely broken the switch
actuator lever was. Yours might not just pop off like that until the ignition switch is removed.
This round part should easily slide over your wiring harness assembly. If you had to remove the
ignition switch, it won't look like the picture. If the collar came off with the switch in, welcome to
the club, remove your ignition switch now see previous step. This was a bear, a trip to
AutoZone, and a busted knuckle for me. Don't be like me, have your retaining ring pliers ready
to go. There is a retaining ring keeping the rest of the assembly from sliding forward on the
column. Gently spread the ring and slide off column. Put somewhere safe. I was at a standstill
for a few minutes trying to figure out how the heck to get the new part in. The few videos I found
for this repair did not mention this step, and usually resulted in the person removing the
ENTIRE column, from the knuckle behind the firewall forward. Another popular option for these
back yard mechanics was to file or dremel off sections of their new ignition lock actuator lever.
Don't do that. I went with option three and called dad. In picture one you will notice a silver,
threaded hole. Picture three shows the same style hole on the opposite side. Test fit some
short, blunt screws until you find one that fits. Partially screw it in. Take your claw hammer, sink
the claw over the screw head, and gently pull on that screw. The silver bit will pop right out.
Place silver bit somewhere safe and repeat on other side. My Bronco was born a poor, basic

Bronco. One thing that it does not have is tilt steering. However, Ford, being as awesomely lazy
as most other car company's, did build it with the mechanism, just no lever. If yours came with
tilt steering, you might wanna spend a minute marking which tooth your mechanism is currently
on. If your Bronco is budget, you can probably skip over counting teeth and just pry the
mechanism up with a flat head screw driver so it can lift over the small bar on the bottom. I only
have two hands so this step was not photographed. A fairly large spring will pop out once you
have completed this step successfully. Just remember to put it back when reassembling, or else
you will find yourself redoing a couple steps. We will call it a learning experience. The silver,
cheap metal looking bit in the picture is the ignition lock actuator lever. When in perfect shape,
it smoothly glides back at the turn of your key to turn your rig on. If broken, when you turn your
key, nothing happens. To remove it, take a tiny blunt object like one of the retaining ring plier
attachments hold it over the pin, and very sweetly tap that pin out. This is where having a
telescoping magnet comes in handy. I kept mine next to the pin at all times so it wouldn't fly out
across the cab once free of the lever. Gently convince the new part back in. Place pin back over
hole and tap back in. Go ahead, I'll wait. The hardest step in front of you is making sure the
ignition switch catches on the bottom, inner tiny arm sticking out of the new part. Its a pain, and
I didn't take pics due to the struggle I went through. Basically, put everything back together by
reversing the steps you took to get here. When you get to the retaining ring part, find a short
length of pipe that will slip over the column and extrude past the column. Gently tap the pipe
until you have forced enough of the section back to put the ring back in its little depression.
Continue reversing the steps until your steering wheel is back on, you have reconnected the
battery, and the key actually turns your rig on. Cool, right? Introduction: Replace Bronco
Ignition Lever. By WellItWorks Follow. More by the author:. About: I am a certified permaculture
designer currently working as an environmental restoration specialist. I like to tinker with
projects and hoard tools. Did you make this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Skip to main
content of results for "troy bilt ignition switch". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. Power Source. From Our Brands. Packaging Option. New Arrivals.
International Shipping. Price and other details may vary based on size and color. FREE
Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 12 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for troy
bilt ignition switch. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Only 11 left in
stock - order soon. In stock on February 28, Mtd Lawn Tractor Ignition Switch. Only 13 left in
stock - order soon. N
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